Abstract-The high azimuthal magnetic field of a current-carrying plasma column (z-pinch) can be used to collect and focus high-energy charged particles in accelerators. The beam optics and the apparent advantages of such a linear lens compared with conventional focusing devices, such as magnets and magnetic horns, are described. When a plasma lens shall be operated in routine accelerator runs, the physics of the plasma dynamics must be largely understood and the technology has to be mastered. The results of plasma dynamics measurements and of long-term behavior tests with a plasma lens for antiproton collection are reported. The problems of the plasma dynamics control and of the plasma-wall interaction are discussed in view of the envisaged performance for antiproton collection.
The upgrading of the CERN antiproton source (ACOL) by a factor 10 in antiproton intensity requires a very powerful collector lens. A plasma lens with a plasma column of 40-mm diameter and 300-mm length cartying a current of 400 kA seems the right device for this application. In order to avoid failures as experienced at BNL, a research and development program on a plasma lens for ACOL was started at CERN in 1983 [3] - [4] . The ACOL plasma lens shall work for more than 1.5 * 106 pulses at a repetition rate of 0.4 Hz. As for all known technical plasma devices, the problems of plasma dynamics and of plasmawall interaction must be overcome to end up with a reliable instrument for accelerator operation.
II. BEAM OPTICS For high-energy particles a plasma is nothing but a transparent conductor carrying a high current. The beam optics is thus the same in a plasma lens as in any axisymmetric lens and is determined by the particle motion in a radial plane. If the current density is uniform, the magnetic field varies linearly from a null value on the axis to a maximum value on the outer radius rp: B = ftoIp/(27rrp) (1) Ip being the plasma current. The gradient of the field is proportional to the current density j: G = Aoj/2. (2) The configuration of the vectors j and B, of the particle momentum P and of the restoring force F is represented in Fig. 1 .
A beam is characterized by the distribution of its particles in the phase plane associated with the motion in a radial plane of the lens. In the case of a proton source or of an electron gun, the contour of the distribution is roughly elliptical but, for secondary particles like antiprotons, it depends on the geometry of the target (Fig. 2) .
Eventually the particles are injected into an accelerator or analyzed in a detector; in both cases, the acceptance is defined as the window in phase space through which the particles can circulate or be observed. For an accelerator, the acceptance is always elliptical and its image through a magnetic channel whose plasma lens is the end element is still an ellipse in linear optics. The dient magnets where the divergence of the beam must be strongly diminished (Fig. 3) . Due to the cylindrical symmetry, the beam is focused in all directions and the analogy between light and particle optics is complete.
In practice, the radius of the beam at the target is small as compared to the lens radius and the calculations based on the transformation of a point source into a parallel beam give a good description of the lens. However, for the sake of generality, an envelope calculation will be presented and the point source will appear as a special case.
The optical system is limited by its two focal points. A ray emitted at the object focus exits parallel to the axis, and an input ray parallel to the axis points towards the image focus at the exit from the lens. These two conditions joined to the emittance conservation impose a total transfer matrix of the type O ( -I f (3) for a convergent system. It it usual to define the focusing strength K of a quadrupole by the relation
where e is the electron charge and p the particle momentum, and to introduce the phase (5) I being the length of the lens. In order to determine the parameters i, d, Ip, and Rp, we consider the phase-space ellipses at the foci as given and the phase as a variable. The expressions (8) and (9) can then be transformed into I = (re/la)) sin (10) d = (re/a) cos (11) oa being the input angle, and re the output radius. The expression of the focusing strength as a function of the current is deduced from (2) and (4): traditionally described by the a matrix:
By substituting (10) and (12) (14) The last parameter rp is derived from the envelope calculation. The Based on these simplified expressions, a first estimate of the lens parameters can be determined using the universal curves ( la / re ), (da / re ), and ( Ip / Io ) plotted as a function of the phase (Fig. 4) .
It is desirable in practice to operate the lens near r /2 to minimize the current. However, practical considerations impose a finite value of the ratio 1 Under these conditions the number of collected antiprotons is estimated to be of the order of 1.3 x 108 per pulse. In the present configuration, target and lens are independent, but it is conceivable to incorporate the target into the lens cathode to operate the lens at a plasma current closer to the ideal current. The above calculations concern a linear lens but the tolerance on field linearity is not very stringent. The experimental work was therefore concentrated on the achievement of the total current which must flow inside the z-pinch plasma.
III. THE DYNAMIC PINCH
The theory of the dynamic pinch mechanism has been widely discussed [5] - [10] . Essentially, three models have been conceived in order to explain the dynamics of the linear pinch. The first one [5] is the "snowplow" model in which the plasma current is assumed to be confined inside an infinitely thin shell. At the beginning, the current flows along the container wall where the inductance is minimum. Then, under the effect of the magnetic pressure, the shell moves quickly towards the lens axis sweeping up and capturing all the particles it encounters. When the collapsing plasma shell reaches the axis of the plasma column, it thermalizes, in a way which is not explained and produces the equilibrium pinch. Such a model, based on momentum conservation, provides no structure in space and suggests a singular infinite compression on the axis.
The second model is the "slug" model, due to D. Potter [6] . The formation of a shock, moving faster than the current shell, provides a means to justify the plasma thermalization, the equilibrium pinch formation, and gives information on the spatial distributions of the various relevant parameters of the equilibrium plasma. It assumes a pressure balance between the imploding plasma and the magnetic piston and a uniform pressure in the plasma layer between piston and shockwave. It predicts the shell motion and the final radius but it does not describe the radial oscillations of the plasma column after the implosion, and the inertial effects are omitted.
In Miyamoto's model [10] , the energy conservation, in addition to the momentum conservation, is made explicit, and it leads to the "snowplow energy equation" from the classical MHD equations using an averaging technique over a cylindrical layer of finite thickness. The implosion phase and the following oscillatory phase are thus consistently described, and the models that have been mentioned previously turn out to be special cases of a general theory which has been used for describing the real plasma lens dynamics.
The plasma layer is enclosed between an inner boundary at radius rS, the "shock-front," and an external boundary at radius rp, the "magnetic piston." In this layer, the plasma is considered as a perfect gas and is described by the MHD equations. Moreover, the continuity condition is required for the mass, momentum, and energy fluxes; the tangential component of the magnetic field is discontinuous if a surface current density exists. We assume a complete cylindrical symmetry and an infinite length of the pinch so that all quantities depend only on the radius r and the time t. The plasma beyond the shock front remains in the initial state until the shock front arrives and the plasma layer sweeps up all the ions. The mass density a is therefore equal to the initial density po for r < r, and is zero for r > rp. The kinetic pressure p is po for r < r, and is determined by the piston velocity for r = rp.
The shock front propagates at the Alfven velocity VA = vB/AOp0 (25) where Bo is the magnetic field produced by the discharge current I, at the wall radius ro:
The propagation time of the shock front from the wall to the axis is the Alfven time (29)
In a semiempirical way, the time tp at which the pinch occurs can be related to the geometric mean of tA and t,:
The constant k depends on the synchronization parameter v and is equal to 1.5, 0.8, and 1.6 for the snowplow, slug, and Miyamoto's models, respectively. For completeness, the acoustic wave can be taken into account; it propagates 
In our case, the Alfven velocity exceeds the sound velocity by far and X is small. The quantities to be calculated are an average radius r characteristic of the plasma layer position, the plasma current Ip, and the voltage V at the terminals of the lens. It is convenient to introduce the reduced variables:
(34) (35) (36) If the layer thickness is small as compared to r, which is true in the implosion phase, the snowplow energy equation can be written
The other two equations are provided by the circuit dy- 42) where q is the electrical conductivity.
In Fig. 5 voltage drops, the layer velocity comes to zero, changes sign, and the pinch radius is minimum.
In the high-j regime (Fig. 5(b) ), the current waveform is no longer sinusoidal, and the peak voltage disappears. In contrast with the low-a regime, the current intensity at the maximum contraction is strongly dependent on the v value, and therefore on the initial voltage and pressure.
In Fig. 6 , the experimental and numerical results of an Argon discharge in a prototype lens of 236-mm inner diameter are compared.
IV. PLASMA LENS DEVELOPMENT AND EXPERIMENTS The plasma lens application in an accelerator requires hollow electrodes (Fig. 7) to have free passsage to the Table I shows the plasma lens prototype characteristics. It is a rule in plasma physics experiments to consider the external electrical circuit as an integral part of the system. The basic scheme of the plasma lens pulse generator shown in Fig. 8 consists of one or more capacitor banks discharged via fast high-current switches into the lens which can be characterized by a time-varying inductive and resistive load. Two pulse generators with the characteristics given in Table II were used in the measurements. They mainly differ by the external circuit inductance affecting the current rise rate.
An overview of the measurements is given in Table III . With both pulse generators, the current rise rate could be varied by changing the charging voltage.
The aim of the "single shot" measurements was the study of pinch dynamics, stability of discharge, and azimuthal magnetic field distribution. Streak and framing photography were only performed on pinch diameter dp for for for for for for
[mm] dp=3 dp=20-40 dp=20-40 dp=20-40 dp=20-40 dp=20-40 In the context of a particle collector lens the magnetic field measurements are essential. They also deliver information about current and current density distribution, which define the pinch dynamics. Two screened coils of 0.5-mm diameter and 0.5-mm length were inserted radially through the insulator wall into the discharge plasma. Since the ACOL plasma lens is pulsed every 2.4 s for at least 1.5 million pulses without interruption, the measurements of the deterioration of electrodes and insulator tubes are essential. Evaporation rates of different insulator materials were determined by weight-loss measurements or by the increase of internal tube diameter. Erosion rates can best be estimated from the geometrical change of the electrode shape. The mechanisms of surface erosion and evaporation were studied with electron microscopy.
The plasma dynamics in the various types of lenses differed substantially in the slow-and the fast-pulse generator. In Fig. 9 (a) and (b) voltage and current waveforms of the plasma lens are shown for slow and fast current rise times. In both cases the maximum contraction of the plasma column leads to a rise in voltage followed by a sharp fall and to a kink in the current waveform. Streak photographs obtained with prototype PL-I showed excel- lent temporal and spatial stability with argon and xenon even beyond the first contraction phase (Fig. 10) . The pinch time and the minimum pinch radius were determined as functions of initial pressure (Fig. 11) , current rise rate and atomic weight of the filling gas. The scaling laws derived from the snowplow model proved to be valid over a limited parameter range for the prototypes PL-I and II at low current rise rates.
The measurements of magnetic field distribution Bo ( r, t) in the prototype PL-II with the slow generator confirmed that the plasma dynamics followed closely the rules of a pure z-pinch. Instabilities appeared only a few microseconds after the first contraction. During the pinch phase the current density is concentrated within a radius of 20 to 25 mm ( Fig. 12 ) and is sufficiently uniform to produce a good field linearity. The pinch dynamics in the plasma lens proved to be much more complex with the fast pulse generator. Strong wall currents may occur during or even before the main contraction phase. The appearance of a wall current increases with higher current rise times and with lower gas pressures. Heavier gases, like Ar and N2 but also He, always lead to strong wall currents. The characteristics of the insulator wall material also influence the development of wall currents. A typical current distribution derived from magnetic field measurements is shown in Fig. 13 for a PL-II-type silica tube filled with Ar. A strong crowbarring effect is exerted on the pinch current by the surface current, which reaches nearly 80 percent of the total current. Hence, the magnetic field amplitudes in the central plasma column remain very low.
With hydrogen at high pressure ( >5 mb) wall currents may be suppressed (Fig. 14) . During the pinch, all the current flows in the central plasma column and the magnetic field reaches a high value. At low hydrogen pressure the wall current formation reappears. The influence of the gas type on the pinch dynamics is mainly related to radiation processes. Argon plasmas are highly radiative, whereas the less radiating hydrogen plasmas are much hotter. This phenomenon can also be deduced from the light output measurements and from the damping decrements of the current waveform oscillations. The influence of the different insulator wall materials seems to be mainly determined by their properties like dissociation temperature TC and heat conductivity k. The materials which evaporate more induce strong wall currents. The wall currents in silica start earlier and are at least twice as strong as in an A1203 tube. Using a thermal quality factor q = T-Jfj_ci (e = density, c = heat capacity) [13] , one can classify the wall materials (Table IV) . The higher the q t(ps) value, the better the material withstands the heating due to the plasma or to the radiation. Such a classification, however, is only indicative because some characteristics may dramatically vary with temperature. Several long-term tests (Table V) Experience with aluminium nitride has been disappointing. However, the test with AIN is not relevant to the quality factor because distinct conductive discharge channels were found on the inner tube wall which took over almost the full total current. The strong evaporation came uniquely from these spark channels, whereas the smooth tube surface, which was exposed to the normally pinching plasma for almost half the time of optimal thermal properties, e.g., high heat conductivity, high heat capacity, and high dissociation temperature. Moreover, the evaporation products should be volatile so that they can be pumped away without obstructing electrodes or parts of the insulating cylinder; boron nitride has this property. The additional use of graphite limiters may reduce the material evaporation by more than 30 percent. Besides gas type and wall material, the current rise rate proved to be a very important parameter. The limits of energy input into z-pinches for fusion application have been recognized already earlier [15] . The faster the pinch and the faster the plasma lens inductance changes, the smaller is the amount of magnetic energy which becomes available. The mechanical energy is mostly converted into plasma heating and radiation. Only small fractions may be transferred back into the magnetic pinch energy by the formation of "inductons" [16] , which are current loops excited after interaction between reflected shock waves and the magnetic piston.
Oscillograms of the field variations with time at given radial positions are displayed in Fig. 15 . The case of Fig.  15(a) corresponds to the conditions of Fig. 14 ;-the pinch occurs on the descent of the current waveform; the full intensity of 200 kA flows through the pinch and the field reaches the expected value of 2 T at the pinch radius of 20 mm. When the pinch is synchronized by lowering the pressure (Figs. 9(b) and 15(b) ), the current is slightly augmented (230 kA), the field measured at 10 mm is 3.4 T and is consistent with a pinch radius of 12 mm where the field would be 3.8 T. For the ACOL application, the field should be 4 T at 20 mm; we have therefore not yet tested a satisfactory set of parameters. Furthermore, the third specification which concerns the pinch duration is not fulfilled either: the field levels which have been quoted are peak values, the mean values over 500 ns are lower. If the design performances are not yet obtained, the present performances can be improved since five parameters (charging voltage and capacity, gas pressure and/atomic weight, and initial radius) are at hand to control three variables (pinch radius, pinch duration, and field level). The final solutions would require a pulse generator with a slower rise time.
VI. CONCLUSION The appeal of a plasma lens as a focusing device of large divergence particle beams lies in its transparency: the focused particles are not absorbed, the plasma current can be adjusted near its optimum value and the plasma remains unaltered in a highly radioactive area. The experience developed on the ACOL project has confirmed the quality of the z-pinch models for relatively slow implosions. When the implosions are fast, radiative processes play an important role, especially in the buildup of wall currents, and the predictions become uncertain. A positive result obtained in the study of plasma-wall interactions is the selection of resistant wall materials like alumina or boron nitride which should ensure a long lifetime and clean pinch conditions. The attained performances so far do not yet fit exactly the design parameters, but the parameter set for an operational plasma lens should be obtained by a moderate extrapolation from the tested prototypes.
